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Estate of the art
interviews saRah schUg  / Photography saRah eechaUt & JeReMy lieBMaN

When a great artist dies, those left behind are faced with complicated 
choices. What will happen to their lifetime of works? To their studio 
spaces? And what about the more intangible aspects of their legacy? 
While some heirs hire experts, others take it upon themselves to keep 
their dear-departed’s house in order. And, according to the kids and 
grandkids of these world-famous artists, there’s a certain measure of 
pride involved in taking care of a loved-one’s artistic legacy, despite the 
difficulty in escaping its far-reaching shadow.



“ he aLso taught 
me that you caN 

oNLy make artWork 
for yourseLf aNd 
you caN’t Worry 

aBout everyBody eLse ”
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raiNer judd
i spent a lot of time with my father; in his 
studio, travelling. Just living. i felt completely 
welcome in all his studio spaces. i would go 
there after school to talk about what’s for 
dinner, about a book or about friends. from a 
very young age i was into film, though my dad 
might have liked for my brother and me to be 
scientists, perhaps because he had an interest in 
the study of geology and the natural sciences, 
and was extremely interested in astronomy. 
he always encouraged intellectual curiosity, 
reading and dialogue. But mainly he just tried 
to support my independence. he didn’t feel 
knowledgeable about film so we would usually 
talk about art, and then i would translate it for 
myself. i’ve always been very curious about what 
he thought. he also taught me that you can 
only make artwork for yourself and you can’t 
worry about everybody else. the whole idea of 
progressions, an important element in his work, 
affected me from quite a young age. the idea 
of finding balance in breaking something into 
segments, and creating rhythm using math, 
interested me a lot and i took that over into my 
films. i had a poster in my room of a massive 
plywood piece he built in the early ‘80s. it’s so 
beautiful and the pattern so intricate, and i used 
to tease him that one day i would figure out 
what the code was. he listened to a lot of opera 
and classical music and i felt there were math 
and rhythm, variance and space in his art, just 
like in music. i got the sense that this piece was 
his version of a symphony.

he gave me so much. so when he died it 
was out of the question to just walk away from 
everything. and not just because he named 
us in his will as executors. it was about giving 
back, and about love. Not only love for our 
father, but also love for the places we grew up 
in; we had a chance to save them. although his 
will had existed since 1977, i didn’t really know 
what was in it. he never told us. the will said 
that he wanted to create a foundation to save 
his work and the spaces he made for them, but 
it didn’t say anything about how this could be 
achieved financially. Nothing was planned out. 
that was a nut for us to crack after he passed. 
his death came as quite a surprise and we 
hadn’t had any conversations about how he 
wanted to be remembered. But he did talk to 
me about the land. it was important to him that 
the land in West texas would not be subdivided 
or overgrazed.

there just had been an art crash and things 
weren’t looking too good. for a long time, the 
restoration of his building in soho seemed 
impossible. But one of the most important 
things i’ve learned is not to be too quick to 

make judgements, that patience can really bring 
about some great accomplishments. from the 
beginning, my brother and i had advisors and 
helpers. i don’t know if i would have taken it 
on alone. the main goal of the foundation is to 
preserve all the spaces and the second goal is 
public access; to find ways to connect the public 
with his work. i work three days a week for the 
foundation so i still have enough space for my 
own creative work. this is the biggest challenge 
for me, personally: keeping enough time for my 
own work. and as somebody with an artistic 
spirit, there’s a limit to how many meetings i can 
go to or how many discussions about budgets 
i can attend. i don’t have that much involvement 
with the fine art world, where i am perhaps 
only known as somebody involved with the 
Judd foundation. it’s extremely important for 
me to keep doing my own thing and i’ve always 
absolutely felt like my own person in the film 
world. my name doesn’t mean anything there.

↓ 
RaiNeR and her brother FlaViN are custodians of 
doNald JUdd’s works, as well as large tranches of 
the texan town of Marfa he dedicated to them 
 
juddfoundation.org

“ WheN he died  
it Was out of 

the QuestioN to 
Just WaLk aWay 

from everythiNg ”
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stella lohaus
i could sense from an early age that my father 
was different than other dads, especially 
because he was home a lot. “Why don’t you 
go on a business trip?” i would ask him. so one 
day, when he had to travel to spain, he sent 
me a postcard saying: “from your father on a 
business trip.” i was extremely proud. i’d also 
ask him why he never went to work. his answer 
was: “even when i’m reading a newspaper, 
i am working.” he would sit around and think 
a lot, just looking at objects. i never wanted 
to spend much time in his studio, it was cold 
and quite primitive with enormous amounts of 
wood lying around, though it felt like a special 
place. our mother tried to bring some normalcy 
to our lives, while dad was the cliché of the 
chaotic artist; he was often late, his studio 
looked disorganised, so much so that even as 
a child i tried to bring some order to it. his 
desk was full of papers and i just had the urge 
to clean it, which my dad was not too happy 
about, because he couldn’t find his things again. 
i didn’t realise he had his own system. When he 
died it all seemed like chaos to us, but he had 
his own precise filing system.

he never talked to us about what would 
happen to his work after his death. i had been 
working as a gallerist for 14 years so i pretty 
much knew how to go about organising his 
estate. i did what i would have done for any 
dead artist – it really didn’t make a difference 
that it was my father. But my brother, my 
mother and i never even thought about asking 
someone else to handle it; it seemed natural 
that we would do it ourselves. even though 
there’s public interest in my father’s work, 
separating the personal from what is meant for 
the public – it’s a delicate job.

the foundation concerns itself with 
the future of my father’s work. all decisions 
are made together with my mother and 
brother, though i am more ‘the face’ of the 
initiative. i am known in the art world and, 

for me, it was a logical continuation in my life. 
my mother does a lot behind the scenes, which 
is also important. it’s very time-consuming, 
especially because for the last years of his life, 
my father was not represented by a gallery. 
essential tasks like making an inventory had 
not been taken care of. the biggest challenge 
is how to deal with the unfinished pieces. this 
is a grey zone: some things are 95% finished so 
they can be classed as ‘material’, while others 
are 5% finished, so you can’t just throw them 
away. But does that mean you can declare them 
artwork?

i decided to give up my own gallery. 
it wasn’t a difficult decision, though, because 
i was at a point in my career where i was open 
to doing something new. and taking care of 
your father’s legacy is something you just can’t 
turn down.

↓ 
stella wants to make her father’s oeuvre 
accessible to future generations. the Bernd lohaus 
Foundation sets out to do just that 
 
a selection of BeRNd lohaUs’ works will be on show 
at Mac’s grand hornu from 23 June to 6 october

“ dad Was  
the cLiché of  

the chaotic artist ”
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berNard ruiz Picasso
as a child, i wasn’t aware of my grandfather’s 
importance. my parents didn’t glorify him at 
all, though he wasn’t as appreciated then as 
he is today. he was a wonderful grandfather. 
We often went to visit him in his house on the 
french riviera where we would all go swimming 
in the sea. he believed in the strength of 
children and took us seriously. We could feel it. 
We never saw him paint, though. he was very 
secretive about that. he carried around the key 
to his studio in his pocket.

he was born in the 19th century and 
didn’t believe in telephone or mail, so his son 
delivered messages for him. that was when 
franco was still alive and he was quite involved 
politically. Before franco died, people called my 
grandfather a communist, the antichrist and 
a pornographer, but i didn’t really understand 
what those things meant. sometimes other 
children would make mean comments in 
school. he knew we would all become very 
rich upon his death, but left it up to us what 
to do with the heritage. and because we have 
a rather complicated family history, the whole 
inheritance process took a few years. it was 
only in 1981 that everything got sorted out. 
marina and i took on the task of taking care 
of parts of his legacy at quite a young age. he 
didn’t make an official will but some things were 
clear: he wanted guernica to go to the spanish 
government when it became a real democracy, 
and that his private collection, which contained 
artworks by matisse and cézanne, would be 
donated to the french government and shown in 
the Louvre. there are now five of us taking care 
of his estate: my two aunts Paloma and maya, 
my uncle claude, my half-sister marina and 
his last wife’s daughter, catherine. each of us 
received a part of the estate. We have a family 
office in malaga where we take care of certain 
issues that touch us all, like copyright, for 
example, but we are very independent from each 
other. for example, when a museum organises 
an exhibition it contacts us all separately. and 
we don’t have conflicts.

it would be silly to feel overshadowed by 
my grandfather’s name. i’m proud and feel 
very lucky to be part of this family and i see 
my heritage as a great opportunity. i have 
embraced it. i have also created a Picasso 
foundation together with my wife, who herself 
owns a gallery. the foundation not only takes 
care of Picasso’s legacy but also supports 
young artists. i get the chance to look at great 
artworks and meet fantastic people. and i’m 
financially stable, which is not always the 
case for artists’ estates. most of my time is 
spent taking care of conservation, framing, 

shipping and photographing works or entries in 
catalogues. Loaning artworks requires a lot of 
administrative work. it takes a lot of my time. 
most of my time, actually. But it was my own 
conscious decision to dedicate so much time to 
his legacy. i never thought about not doing it, 
but it was definitely a big step to say: “from 
now on i will spend most of my time looking at 
Picasso’s works, reading about him and trying 
to understand his oeuvre.” i feel a responsibility 
to maintain his art and legacy to the best of my 
ability. art is a necessity of the human race and 
i am happy to dedicate my life to it. 

Nowadays everyone loves Picasso and his 
work, but people don’t know that much about 
him. his name has become a brand in a way, 
but that’s how our society functions: people 
speak about great artists as if they’re products, 
but they’re not. i feel it is my job to make the 
right information about Picasso and his work 
available.

↓ 
PaBlo Picasso left a legacy richer than most. 
his grandson BeRNaRd is one of five remaining 
family members looking after it 
 
fabarte.org 
picasso.fr

“ it WouLd Be siLLy to 
feeL overshadoWed By 

my graNdfather’s Name ”
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joël vaNdercaM
although i later understood that i had grown 
up in a really great environment, as a child 
you tend to want to conform. so sometimes 
i wished he was just a ‘normal’ dad in a suit 
and tie. especially when other kids made fun of 
me because of our different lifestyle. teachers 
would say things to me like: “maybe you can 
do that at home, but not here.” once we had 
to paint our feelings and everyone in the class 
started drawing people and houses. But i had 
already been in the big museums and seen 
mirÓ, dali and Picasso, and my parents had 
explained to me what abstract art was. feelings 
are abstract, so i painted something abstract 
and the teacher was not happy. he said: “this is 
just as horrible as Picasso.” my dad took it as a 
compliment and put me in another school that 
was not so conservative, and i felt much better.

my dad’s studio was in our house and it 
always smelled like turpentine. he was not one 
of those artists with a ‘no kids in the studio’ 
policy. it was the same at the dinner table: i was 
always welcome, even when we had guests. 
We would talk about recent exhibitions, books, 
museum politics… i loved our family dinners: 
No one ever had the same opinion. one of our 
biggest fights was about andy Warhol. When 
i was a teenager he was my idol but my dad 
hated him. i tried to rebel a bit and announced 
that i would go to business school, something 
he obviously wouldn’t appreciate. he just 
laughed and said: “With your math grades? 
they’re as good as mine were at your age.”

in reality i always wanted to do something 
artistic. But it was very hard to find myself 
because his name hung over me like a shadow. 
it was out of the question for me to go into 
painting. When i went to art school, the 
professors would draw attention to my family 
name, and sometimes they even called me ‘serge’ 
by mistake. it was very frustrating. my father 
knew the name could be a problem for me and 
warned me about it. you always get compared. in 
the end i went for photography, something i had 
been doing from quite a young age. and now 
when i exhibit, i use my mum’s name to avoid 
comparisons. When my dad found out i was into 
photography, he gave me loads of photography 
books and explained the chemical processes, 
compositions, techniques… he had been a 
photographer before he started painting but had 
stopped practicing, which was good for me.

after his death, my mum took care of 
everything, but then she died two years later 
and everything fell on my shoulders. they hadn’t 
prepared me for it but i had a lot of people 
helping me. my dad had told me who to trust. 
and because we were so close i know his oeuvre 

very well. i was there when he talked to collectors 
about his work or gave interviews. i know which 
pieces belong together in a series and would 
never sell or loan one of them on its own. But his 
career started long before i was born, so i’m still 
learning. that’s why i’m working on a catalogue 
raisonné. i also made a website because there’s so 
much misinformation about him.

the goal after an artist dies is not to make 
loads of money. it’s to keep the legacy alive. 
i make sure he’s included when there’s a coBra 
exhibition, that the research into his work 
continues and that his work is part of the right 
collections. But sometimes i’m scared of making 
a mistake.

“ the goaL after  
aN artist dies is Not 

to make Loads of moNey.  
it’s to keeP  

the Legacy aLive ”

↓ 
since the death of 
coBra pioneer seRge 
VaNdeRcaM in 2005, 
Joël has taken care 
of his legacy 
 
sergevandercam.com


